Proton nuclear magnetic resonance investigations of fraying in double-stranded d-ApTpGpCpApT in H2O solution.
The chemical shifts and line widths of the Watson-Crick ring NH resonances of the self-complementary duplex of d-ApTpGpApT have been monitored at low ionic strength and in the presence of Mg ions at neutral pH in aqueous solution to determine the thermodynamic parameters associated with fraying (D. J. Patel (1974), Biochemistry 13, 2396) at the terminal and internal base pairs as a function of temperature and pH. From studies in H2O-MeOH (3:2), the fraying process persists down to approximately -20 degrees for the internal TA base pair and down to and probably beyond -30 degrees for the terminal AT base pair. The observed average chemical shift at each of these base pairs as a function of temperature suggests rapid exchange on the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) time scale between helix and coil (chemical shift separation of 3.2 ppm) and have been utilized to determine the dissociation constant at the terminal and internal base pairs. Comparison of the reaction enthalpies elucidated from the chemical shift parameters with those reported from optical studies suggests that the symmetry related internal TA base pairs break in a coupled manner at low ionic strength, with the coupling removed in the presence of Mg ions and high salt. By contrast, the symmetry related terminal AT base pairs break independently of each other in the absence and presence of Mg ions and high salt. The terminal base pair exhibits a Tm of 10-15 degrees lower than that of the internal base pair in the hexanucleotide, with divalent Mg ions and high salt stabilizing the double helix as reflected in the Tm values of these base pairs. The observed line width changes as a function of temperature provide an estimate of the exchange rate of the proton from the coil form with water. The exchange reaction from the coil state is base catalyzed with rate constants in the diffusion limit.